This research paper presents a higher order isogeometric laminated composite plate finite element formulation. The isogeometric formulation is based on NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines) basis functions of varying degree. Plate kinematics is based on the third order shear deformation theory (TSDT) of Reddy in order to avoid shear locking. Free vibration and the buckling response of laminated composite plates are obtained and efficiency of the method is considered. Numerical results with different element order are presented and the obtained results are compared to analytical and conventional numerical results as well as existing isogeometric plate finite elements.
Introduction
Laminated composites are widely used in aerospace, marine and wind turbine industries. Recently, there has appeared a great number of general industrial products made of composites. The reasons for this are high strength-to-weight ratio, high stiffness, good dimensional stability after manufacturing and high impact, fatigue and corrosion resistance of composites. In addition to this, composite laminates possess ability to follow complex mould shapes and to be specifically tailored through optimization of ply numbers and fibre orientations through the structure so that they can meet specific needs while minimizing weight (Jones, 1999) .
Laminates in general have thickness much smaller than their planar dimensions so one can use various plate theories instead of general 3D elasticity equations for their analysis (Reddy, 2004) . Laminated plate theories are classified into three groups: 1) equivalent single layer theories (ESL), 2) layerwise plate theories and 3) individual-layer plate theories (Nosier et al., 1993) . The equivalent single layer theories are most widely used because they provide sufficiently accurate description of the global laminate response at low computational cost. Among ESL, the classical plate theory (CPT) is the simplest, but gives accurate results only for very thin plates since it is unable to capture transverse shear effects. The first order shear deformation theories (FSDT) give constant through thickness transverse shear strains resulting in constant transverse shear stresses through thickness, which is contradictory to the elasticity solution. In order to make up for this, one must use shear correction factors that are hard to determine. Higher order theories introduce additional unknown variables but are capable of modelling realistic transverse shear strains. Among them, the third order shear deformation theory of Reddy (1984) is the most popular among engineers. It uses quadratic variation of transverse shear strains with vanishing transverse shear stresses on the top and bottom surface, thus eliminating the need for the use of shear correction factors.
For arbitrary shapes and boundary conditions, the governing plate equations cannot be solved analytically. Among different numerical techniques that seek approximate solutions, the finite element method became a standard tool for treatment of stress analysis problems. In FEM, the unknown field variables are approximated by linear combination of interpolation (trial or shape) functions. In the standard FEM formulation, interpolation functions are locally defined polynomials inside the element and zero everywhere outside the considered element. Most existing finite elements and all commercial codes use Lagrangian (C 0 interelement continuity) and Hermitian (C 1 interelement continuity) basis functions.
A great need exists in industry for integration of the manufacturing process from conceptual phase and design (by means of computer-aided design (CAD)) through analysis (by using computer aided engineering (CAE) tools) to manufacturing (done on CNC machines trough computer aided manufacturing (CAM)). CAD and CAM industries rely on the use of NURBS geometry (Piegl, 1997; Rogers, 2001 ) for shape representation, thus CAD/CAM integration is relatively straightforward. Although specialized CAD/CAM/CAE systems exist for the last 20-25 years (PTC Creo, CATIA V5...) communication between CAD and CAE is not straightforward, and it is necessary to build a new finite element model in order to run the necessary analysis. This task takes up to 80% of total analysis time and is therefore one of the major bottlenecks in CAD/CAE/CAM integration (Cottrell et al., 2009) .
In order to overcome those difficulties, a new technique formally named isogeometric analysis is proposed (Hughes et al., 2005) . It allows the execution of analysis on geometrical CAD model. Instead of Lagrange or Hermit polynomial basis functions, the isogeometric finite element method relies on NURBS basis functions, same as almost every CAD or CAM package. NURBS offers general mathematical representation of both analytical geometric objects and freeform geometry. Recently, several research papers have appeared that used the isogeometric approach for plate and shell analysis (Kiendl et al., 2009; Benson et al., 2011; Echter et al., 2013) and composite plate and shell analysis (Shojaee et al., 2012; Thai et al., 2012 Thai et al., , 2013 Casanova and Gallego, 2013) . This paper presents free vibration and buckling analysis of TSDT composite plates in isogeometric framework. Isogeometric formulations of global stiffness, mass and geometrical stiffness matrix for quadratic, cubic and quartic elements are presented. All global matrices are formulated in full compliance with the TSDT of Reddy. Results are compared to other available data to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed method.
NURBS curves, basis functions and surfaces
Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) can represent arbitrary freeform shapes with analytical exactness that is needed in computer graphics (CG), CAD and CAM applications. After decades of technology improvement, NURBS provides users with great control over the object shape in an intuitive way with low memory consumption making them the most widespread technology for shape representation.
NURBS are generalizations of nonrational Bezier and nonrational B-splines curves and surfaces. Bezier curves are parametric polynomial curves defined as
where {P i } are geometric coefficients (control points) and the {B i,n (u)} are the nth-degree Bernstein polynomials (basis or blending functions) defined as
In order to accurately represent conic sections, it is necessary to use rational functions instead of polynomials, so the nth-degree rational Bezier curves are defined as follows
where by {w i } we marked the weights that are scalar quantities. The B-spline curve is a generalization of the Bezier curve defined as
where {P i } are control points and {N i,p (u)} are the pth-degree B-spline basis functions ( Fig. 1 ) that are defined on the nonuniform knot vector
The B-spline basis functions of the pth-degree are defined recursively A rational representation of the B-spline curve is called a NURBS curve. A pth-degree NURBS curve is defined analogously to (2.3) as
where {P i } are the control points, {w i } are the weights and {N i,p (u)} are the pth-degree B-spline basis functions that are defined on the nonuniform knot vector given by (2.5).
If we define the rational basis functions a
we can write the NURBS curve as
It is easy to define multivariate NURBS basis functions by using the tensor product method. A NURBS surface of degree p in the u direction and degree q in the v direction is a bivariate vector-valued piecewise rational function of the form
where {P i,j } are the control points, {w i,j } are the weights and {R p,q i,j (u, v)} are the bivariate nonrational B-spline basis function defined on the nonuniform knot vectors
where r = n + p + 1 and s = m + q + 1. 
Equations of motion
In the TSDT of Reddy (1984 Reddy ( , 2004 , the displacement field is defined as
where u 0 , v 0 , w 0 represent linear displacements of the midplane, ψ x , ψ y are rotations of normals to the midplane about the y and x-axes, respectively, and h denotes the total thickness of the laminate.
The in-plane strains {ε xx ε yy γ xy } T are given as
and the cross plane components {γ yz γ xz } T as
with c 1 = 4/(3h 2 ) and c 2 = 4/(h 2 ). Constitutive relations between stresses and strains in the k-th lamina in the case of plane stress state, in the local coordinate system of the principle material coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), where x 1 is fibre direction, x 2 in-plane normal to fibre and x 3 normal to the lamina plane, are given by
The quantities Q (k) ij are called the plane reduced stiffness components and are given in terms of material properties of each layer as
13 are shear moduli of the lamina.
Composite laminates are usually made of several orthotropic layers (laminae) of different orientation. In order to express constitutive relations in the referent laminate (x, y, z) coordinate system (Fig. 3) , the lamina constitutive relations are transformed as
where Q ij are the lamina plane stress reduced stiffness components in the laminate coordinate system defined as (Reddy, 2004 )
with m and n denote cosine and sine of the angle θ between the global axis x and local axis x 1 (Fig. 3) . The dynamic form of the principle of virtual work in matrix form is given by
where m is defined as
with
Matrices that relate the stress resultants to the strains are given as
For buckling analysis, the weak form of the virtual work principle in the matrix form is stated as
where 
Isogeometric finite element formulation of TSDT laminated plate
In TSDT, the field variables are inplane displacements, transverse displacements and rotations at control points. By using isogeometric paradigm, the same NURBS basis functions that are used to describe plate geometry are used for the interpolation of field variables
where n × m is the number of control points (basis functions), N I are rational basis functions and q I are degrees of freedom associated with the control point I.
The in-plane strains and shear strains are obtained using Eqs. For free vibration analysis, we can write
and for buckling analysis, we get
where K is the global stiffness matrix defined as
The global mass matrix M is given by
The global geometrical stiffness matrix K g that takes into account the contribution of shear strains is given by 
Free vibration analysis of laminated composite plates
In this Section, the performance of quadratic, cubic and quartic TSDT isogeometric elements in the free vibration analysis is studied. Standard benchmark problems with various plate shapes, boundary conditions, material characteristics and thickness are solved using the proposed method, and the results are compared to other available ones.
Square composite plates
We In Tables 1, 2 We compare the results of quadratic, cubic and quartic IGA TSDT elements with the exact 3D elasticity solution and the analytical solutions of TSDT, FSDT and CPT theories given by Nosier et al. (1993) . The shear correction factor for FSDT theory is taken to be π 2 /12. In this example, the plate is modeled with 8x8 elements.
The results obtained with quadratic elements are in very good agreement with the analytical solution based on TSDT theory of Reddy. We see that the results obtained with cubic and quartic elements are quite similar and differ slightly from the quadratic elements solutions. Exact  TSDT  FSDT  CPT  TSDT  TSDT  TSDT  quadratic  cubic The material of each ply has the following characteristics: IGA  IGA  IGA  Exact  TSDT  FSDT  CPT  TSDT  TSDT  TSDT  quadratic  cubic . We chose an appropriate control polygon in order to get a desirable distribution of the parametric curves. The control polygon and resulting mesh are shown in Fig. 4 . The results for a 8 × 8 element mesh are presented in Table 4 (Fig. 6) . The plate material is the same as in the previous example. In Table 5 , we present the convergence study of a dimensionless buckling load factor defined as λ = λ cr a 2 /(E 2 h 3 ) with the edge-to-thickness ratio equal to 10, where a is edge length, h is total thickness of the laminate, λ cr is the critical load factor and E 2 is the elastic modulus. In Table 6 , the results for different edge-to-thickness ratios and an 8×8 element mesh are compared with the analytical solutions based on CPT, FSDT and TSDT theories given by Reddy (2004) and with IGA FSDT solutions by Thai et al. (2012) . The obtained results agree remarkably with the other available ones. The last numerical example in this paper considers a symmetric [0 • /90 • /0 • ] three-layer simply supported plate with the same material characteristics as in the previous example, subjected to the biaxial buckling load (Fig. 6) . the dimensionless buckling factor is defined in the same way as in the uniaxial compression example. The results presented in Table 7 show the dimensionless buckling factor for different length-to-thickness ratios. The results obtained by the proposed method are in good agreement with CPT, FSDT and TSDT solutions by Khdeir and Librescu (1988) .
Conclusions
The current investigation presents the isogeometric free vibration and buckling analysis of a laminated plate based on the TSDT theory of Reddy. TSDT is chosen in order to avoid the usage of shear correction factors. By using NURBS basis functions, the C1 continuity needed for the implementation of TSDT in FEM is easily achieved. It is relatively easy and straightforward to change the order of NURBS basis functions, so quadratic, cubic, quartic or higher order TSDT elements are easily formulated. The presented results are very accurate and close to analytical In this paper, the proposed method is used on simple geometries, but it is possible to deal with more complex geometries by using T-spline technique or the bending strip method proposed by Kindl et al. (2010) .
